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"Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, 
studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or 
learning to do."– Pele 
 
Dear Canpals, 
 
What an illustrious day for our Mother Bank! Another feather has been 
added in the cap of Canara Bank – Our Mother Bank. The vision of our 
beloved MD & CEO for our Mother Bank has come to reality. With the 
blessings of our founder Shri. Ammembal Subba Rao Pai, our Mother 
Bank has reached the Magical Global Business figure of Rs.20 Lakh 
Crore, under the exemplary guidance of our beloved MD & CEO. This is 
a proud moment for each and every Canpal.  
 
In the words of Donald H. McGannon, “Leadership is action, not 
position”. Our beloved MD & CEO is a man of stupendous vision and 
prodigious action. On behalf of our Mighty CBOA, I congratulate one of 
the greatest visionaries, the banking industry has ever witnessed - our 
beloved MD & CEO, for the wonderful accomplishment. Our beloved MD 
& CEO and our Top management have been the driving force behind this 
monumental success and all the Canpals are grateful for such 
commendable leadership. Our Mother Bank has seen unprecedented 
growth in its market share, profitability, and customer satisfaction during 
the last couple of years.  
 
I congratulate our Top Management for their astute planning and 
execution, which played a key role in this fabulous achievement. They 
have identified all the potential opportunities and maximized them to the 
fullest. They have played a key role in maintaining a strong team spirit 
among the Canarites, even in times of difficulty. The ability of our Top 
Management to motivate and inspire us to work together to achieve our 
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goals is admirable. The efforts of our Top Management in creating a 
culture of innovation and excellence have been amazing. 
 
As said by our beloved MD & CEO, the success of Canara Bank is the 
outcome of the hard work of all the 87000 employees of Canara Bank. 
Each and every one of the Canpal has been instrumental in helping our 
Mother Bank reach the Global Business figure of Rs.20 lakh Crore. 
The collective efforts of all the Canpals have resulted in a powerful 
success story. Our Canpals’ commitment to excellence, dedication to 
mission and enthusiasm for innovation have all been the integral pieces 
of our success. Our Canpals have consistently made efforts to ensure that 
our Mother Bank is in sync with the latest trends and technology. This has 
enabled our Mother Bank to stay ahead of its peers and remain as one of 
the most sought-after banks by the customers. 
 
From identifying new customers to building strong relationships with them, 
our Canpals have been at the forefront of our success. The individual 
efforts of all the Canpals have culminated to create a powerful force of 
support and our Mother Bank has benefitted greatly from this. Throughout 
this journey, our Canpals have shown incredible resilience. Each and 
every Canpal has worked through challenges, emerged stronger and 
continued to strive towards bettering our Mother Bank. The hard work and 
determination of all the Canpals will continue to be the foundation of our 
success. 
 
I congratulate all the Canpals for your hard work, dedication and sacrifice, 
which are the key behind making the vision of Rs.20 Lakh Crore Global 
Business for our Mother Bank, a reality. This moment of success belongs 
to each and every Canpal, who walked the extra mile to accomplish this 
sensational victory. This phenomenal feat is achieved through the blood 
and sweat of all the Canpals.  
 
Friends, in the last six months, we have added a Global Business figure 
of around Rs. 1.4 lakh Crore for our Mother Bank, which is almost the 
size of a NBFC or small finance bank. Our Canpals have the potential to 
create two NBFCs or small finance banks every year. Our Mother Bank is 
blessed with such potential workforce, which is the mainstay behind 
accomplishing any mission and vision. 
 
The Banking Industry is in awe, on witnessing our drastic growth and 
impressive accomplishments during the past couple of years. Our 
Canpals are the linchpin behind these sparkling achievements.  
 



Dear Canpals, when our Trumping the Target program was inaugurated 
in Chennai by our beloved Executive Director Shri. Satyanarayana 
Raju Sir, two major missions were framed: 
 

1) Rs.20 Lakh Crore Global Business for our Mother Bank. 
 

2) Rs.10,000 crore net profit for our Mother Bank. 
 
I am extremely pleased to witness the accomplishment of our first mission 
of Rs.20 Lakh Crore Global Business for our Mother Bank. We are left 
with one more mission, which is Rs.10,000 crore net profit for our Mother 
Bank.  With such a highly potential workforce, imparted with beautiful 
family culture, the mission of Rs.10,000 crore net profit for our Mother 
Bank is not far away.  
 
On this momentous occasion, I congratulate our beloved MD & CEO, 
who retires from our Mother Bank on 31/12/2022, on superannuation. Our 
beloved MD & CEO has taken our Mother Bank to greater heights through 
his astute planning and dedication. He is a great leader because of his 
vision and action but, he is an even greater person because of his 
kindness, respect and positivity. We are fortunate to have such an 
outstanding personality as our beloved MD & CEO. On behalf of CBOA, 
I wish our beloved MD & CEO a happy, healthy and peaceful 
retirement life. Once a Canarite, always a Canarite! 
 
Dear Canpals, let us maximize our potential, rededicate ourselves and 
continue our work with burly determination to take our Mother Bank to the 
zenith of Glory. 
 
 

You care for the bank and CBOA cares for you! 
 

Flaw-Free banking! Fraud-Free Banking! 
 

Discipline in CBOA! Development in Canara Bank! 
 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
RAVI KUMAR K 
General Secretary 


